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ABSTRACT
As we know, death is eternal fate of every phenomenon and men is not an exception. We`ll die
soon or late. But why most of us scare of it?
Fear of death can be classified into two sections: death of euthanization; men considers death and
does not believe in life after death. Hence they would like to stay in this world.
Fear from bad deeds: some men believe in death but are fearful of death due to bad deeds. In the
first section death is complete devastation but if we consider death a new birth and believe that
passing from this world we will reach to another world with full of blessings, then we`ll make fun
of such description of death. The second group who did wrong deeds. They must know that God
is so generous and paved the way for regret of bad people. Death is as Moshiri says death is a
solution for leaving life problems behind and to reach to eternal relaxation. Not only he consider
it disgusting but also he regards it calm.
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1.  INTRODUCTION
Death should be accepted as a blessing and we should not be fearful of it. Fear of death is a
psychological factor and causes anxiety of individuals since with the arrival of death all the love
to this world will be over and on the other hand there is no sign of eternal happiness available,
men are not aware of their future and this is worrisome (Ghassemi, 2007, 39).
2. FEREIDOUN MOSHIRI, HIS STYLE
he is a new one. He seeks to distribute his poems to a wider class of our society (Moshiri, 1998,
11).
3. DEATH FROM ASPECT OF MOSHIRI
Death is not bad as it is for many. (Pirlee, 2006. A kind of sleepiness: during our life we sleep a
lot and awaken. Death soul be considered as a sleepiness, hence Moshiri considers it sleepiness
and says why do you fear from this sweet dream? (Moshiri, 2000: 179). Death is closer to you
than your shadow. Death symbol is on your forearm. The world behind you is twisting.
(Nahjoblabaghah, 2010, 263) death is truth. Why do you consider it a fake story?).
4. DEATH IS NOT FAKE
It will hug us in the end. My son you know that you were born for life after death. To leave this
world and not for staying. Yes, we are passengers in this world, the lighter your burden the easier
to your trip.
5. LIFE AFTER DEATH
Molavi says dead people regret why they did not do more good deeds, they could have done
much better with good deeds (Mohseni, 2012”: 135). Don`t think that disappointment swallows
me. Don’t say it is a sad story. I think Moshiri likened position and wealth to a bad sadness.
You should not increase your bad deeds through gathering up wealth. Are not all the wines for
relaxation of soul? You are not looking for relaxation? Why are you fearful of death then?
(Moshiri, 2000: 107). Yes, death will be great for you if you follow God`s orders and establish
your life as God ordered.
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Where can you find a better relation than death? This wine here solves your problems
temporality but the calmness you receive from death is eternal. Be ready before you die, since in
that moment your wishes die and you won`t be able to ask God for forgiveness.
6- DEATH IS A HEAVEN
It is eternal the world is here and there. If people stick to this world, death will be hard for them.
Ad death is easy for those who are not much interested in this world (Kensi, 10.)
Death is the door to eternity. In this world there is no sing of freedom. Reminding of death aware
us of temporary life in this world. Death is not an independent reality and makes you lose this
life. Rahimian, 2010: 87)
It is a nice deed to finish our life period before death (Metring, 2009, 152).
7. CONCLUSION
We must know that with good deeds, we provide the situation for welcoming a nice death. With
these arguments we may respond research question easily: what’s reason behind death fear? We
must consider death like birth of an embryo as a secondary birth and believe that with passing
from this hard life we will enter a world which is full of calmness, then we will not fear death.
Makarem Shirazi, 1997, 30). Does death mean end of life? Eternal life starts with death. In fact it
can be argued that real and full life is followed by death. Can we defeat death? If we make our
life based on God`s orders and act as God orders then in death time there will  be no fear, deeds
such as good deeds, being nice with others, preventing form bad deeds. Since we know that good
deeds make us de easier. What`s approach of Fereidoun Moshiri in dealing with death? He
considers death exit of this world. Soon or late you will die. That time, your wealth and power
will not profit you. What makes you feel free is being good.
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